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Abstract

A new property of self-oscillating single-acting hydro-impact systems is
considered in this paper – an ability to make strikes in forward and backward
directions in presence of two limiters of striker movement without structural
changes in device. Mathematical models are presented for system, which
includes a flow rate source, a control valve, an impact unit (body frame,
striker and spring), an energy accumulator and two limiters. Program for
system operational modes (op-modes) simulation is developed and dynamics
of specific typical device is numerically investigated. Theoretical oscillograms
of its dynamic characteristics and dependencies of integral characteristics on
source and impact device parameters are analyzed. At low flow rate multi-
impact self-oscillating cycles are obtained, in which the nature of dynamics
phenomenon repeats after several striker-limiters interactions. Increase of
flow rate leads to single-impact working mode with forward direction of
striker movement, then to transition to double-impact mode with forward
and backward directions and, further, to single-impact mode with backward
direction. Transition boundary points, in which system op-modes changes,
are found. Results of this paper can be applied in development of reversible
hydro-impact devices (with impacts in forward and backward directions) for
mining and construction engineering.
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1 Introduction

As well known, equipment jamming during wells boring or other borehole
technological operations is one of the problems that often occur. Especially, it
can happen in fractured rocks, for instance, in coal layers during borehole
degassing (Lekontsev and Sazhin, 2014). Boring equipment blocking can
occur due to insufficient cleaning of wells from drilled cuttings (Manzhosov
and Novikov, 2015). This leads to equipment deterioration and well failure,
which significantly increases cost of work.

An effective solution can be found in the development of special impact
devices, the striker of which makes a reciprocating motion with strikes on the
limiter. The limiter is the case of the jamming equipment. The impact load
applied to the case allows to overcome the jamming effect and release the
equipment.

Hydro-impact devices, which are used in industry, are designed to produce
impact load in single direction. The study of hydro-impact device dynamics
and general characteristics can be found in the following works: Alimov
and Basov, 1990; Gorodilov, 2010; Gorodilov, 2018; Gorodilov, Vagin and
Rasputina, 2017; Ficarella, Giuffrida and Laforgia, 2006; Giuffrida and
Laforgia, 2005; Franco and Ferraresi, 2017.

However, single direction hydro-impact devices may not be effective at
eliminating jamming in the well. Therefore, it may be necessary to overcome
this negative effect utilizing a forward and backward acting hydro-impact
device.

We have found that self-oscillating single-action hydro-impact systems
designed with second limiter of striker movement, become reversible, i.e.
receive the ability to produce impacts in forward and backward directions
without structural changes in the device. When removing one of the limiters,
one can obtain single-impact system of either forward or backward action
(Alimov and Basov, 1990; Melamed et al., 2000; Gorodilov, 2010).

This paper presents the results of numerical investigations of single-acting
hydro-impact system with two limiters of striker movement. The influence of
flow rate supplied to the impact device on its op-modes and characteristics is
analyzed. The influence of striker position change, in which device’s hydraulic
chamber connects to pressure line, on impact power is presented.
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2 General Schemes of Mass Movement Under Action
of Alternating Force with One or Two Limiters

As a rule, in the study of general properties of hydro-impact systems, including
single-acting, calculation scheme (Figure 1(a)) is used, in which mass move-
ment m (of the striker) is limited from one side by limiter L1 (Alimov and
Basov, 1990; Gorodilov, 2010; Babitsky, 2013). Diagram of sign and traversal
direction of force F, acting on the striker during working cycle, is shown in
Figure 1(b).

The dynamics of mass can be described by a system of differential
equations (Alimov and Basov, 1990; Babitsky, 2013)

dx

dt
= v, m

dv

dt
= F, (1)

with initial data
t = 0, x = x0, v = v0 (2)

with additional conditions at fitting points

x = −x1, v < 0 : I → II; x = −x2, v > 0 : II → I;
x = 0, v > 0 : v+ = −Rv− (3)

where x, v and t are striker coordinate, velocity and time, respectively; –x1
and –x2 are coordinates of force sign change; R is coefficient of restitution of
striker velocity, v− and v+ are striker velocity before and after impact.

Solution of system (1)–(3) in case with source of constant pressure (force
F is piecewise constant) can be obtained analytically (see, e.g., (Alimov
and Basov, 1990; Babitsky, 2013; Gorodilov, 2005)), in case with source
of constant flow rate (force F is variable) – only numerically (Gorodilov,
2012, 2018).

Second limiter of striker movement L2 (Figure 2(a)) is included in
calculation scheme of reversible system, diagrams of signs of applied forces

Figure 1 Calculation scheme and diagram of signs of force F, applied on mass m with one
limiter.
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Figure 2 Calculation scheme and diagrams of signs of force F, applied on mass m with two
limiters.

may present one of the shown in Figure 2(b)–(d) types. Additional conditions
at fitting points are the following:

x = −x1, v < 0 : I → II; x = −x2, v > 0 : II → I;
x = 0, v > 0 or x = −xL2, v < 0 : v+ = −Rv− (4)

Note, that in case of single-acting system, hydraulic force acts on striker
during only one of the cycle phases (for reverse-action system – this is a phase
of backward strike corresponding to branch I (Figure 2(b)–(d))), during phases
of stopping-down and forward movement (to coordinate −x2) hydraulic force
is equal to zero. Herewith, movements occur under elastic force action between
the body frame and the striker of impact unit, which value is determined by
their mutual position.

Consider mathematical models of single-acting impact system with cal-
culation schemes for source of constant pressure and source of constant flow
rate. Elastic connection between the body frame and the striker is considered
as linear.

3 System with a Source of Constant Pressure

System (Figure 3) includes a source of constant pressure E with pressure pn,
tank T, an on-off control valve V, an impact unit (built-in body frame C and
piston-striker P of mass m and SA – area from the side of chamber A), a spring
S of stiffness cm, which connects body frame, striker and limiters L1 and L2
of striker movement. Hydraulic resistance and mechanical friction losses can
be neglected.

Control valve V has feedback of striker position P: when it passes
coordinates −x1 and −x2, it changes position from I to II and back. Position V
determines the sign of force acting on the striker, as shown in diagram of
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Figure 3 Design scheme of hydro-impact system with a source of constant pressure: E is
source of constant pressure with pressure pn, T is tank, V is valve, C is body frame, P is
piston-striker, S is spring, U is valve control line, L1 and L2 are striker movement limiters.

Figure 2. It is considered that the control valve changes regimes instantly and
does not produce losses in the system.

The presented system works as follows. At initial moment valve is in
position I, striker P – near L1 limiter, valve control line U is connected with the
drain line through a striker groove, chamber A of impact unit – with pressure
line. When sourse E is activated and fluid is supplied on pressure line, striker P
moves to the left under the influence of the hydraulic pressure in chamber A
and forces from spring S, reaches coordinate −x2 (U disconnects from drain
line), then – coordinate −x1 (U connects with pressure line). Valve passes
into position II under the hydraulic pressure in the control line U. Chamber A
connects with drain line, striker P movement occurs only from elastic force
influence of spring S. In this phase, striker slows down its speed and can hit
limiter L2. After stopping, striker P moves to the right and accelerates. When
it passes coordinates −x1 and −x2, valve control line U disconnects from
pressure line and connects with drain line. The valve returns to position I,
chamber A connects with pressure line. Striker slows down and can hit limiter
L1. After stopping, it starts moving to the left, cycle repeats.

Striker movement is described by differential equations

dx

dt
= v, m

dv

dt
= −cm x + S(J)pn, (5)

where S(J) = SA, if valve is in position I, S(J) = 0, if valve is in position II,
with initial conditions (2) and additional conditions at fitting points (4).

4 System with a Source of Constant Flow Rate

In comparison with previous system, in design scheme (Figure 4) source of
constant pressure is replaced by source of constant flow rate with flow rate
q0, nominal pressure pn and efficiency η0. In this case, efficiency takes into
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Figure 4 Design scheme of hydro-impact system with a source of constant flow rate: F is
source of constant flow rate, T, V, C, P, S, L1 and L2 are same as in Figure 3, M is accumulator,
q0 is flow rate, r0 is hydraulic resistance, taking into account system leakages.

account general leaks, determined by resistance r0 = pn/q0(1−η0). A spring
type hydraulic accumulator M is added in this system with a spring stiffness,
cM and piston area, SM . The spring and piston masses are neglected.

The same assumptions about the hydraulic and mechanical losses that were
made in the previous scheme are considered in the constant flow scheme. Its
working cycle also proceeds in the same way.

Striker and accumulator dynamics is described by differential equations
(Gorodilov, 2005):

dx

dt
= v, m

dv

dt
= −cm x + S(J)p, ch

dp

dt
= q0 − p

r0
− S(J)v, (6)

(ch = S2
M/cM is spring-controlled accumulator capacity, p/r0 is system

leakages under pressure p), with initial conditions (2) and additional conditions
at fitting points (4).

5 Numerical Study of Dynamics and Integral
Characteristics of Hydro-impact System
with Two Limiters

Equations (2), (4), (6) were integrated numerically by the Runge – Kutta
method with Egorov control member (Arushunyan and Zaleytcin, 1990). In
purpose to adjust solutions at conjunction points, fitting method was used
(Besekerskii and Popov, 2004). Calculations were carried out until system
comes up to limit self-oscillatory cycle, which can be determined by the
following conditions

|v(i)
(I→II) − v

(i−1)
(I→II)| < 10 · ε,
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where v
(i)
(I→II), v

(i−1)
(I→II) – velocities of striker in moment of valve moving from

I to II positions of, respectively, i-th and i–1-th cycles (in case of multi-impact
cycles in next cycle we assumed first oscillation with impact), ε = 10−6 is
local accuracy.

Calculations are carried out for the following system parameters:

– striker mass m 6 kg
– striker area from the side of chamber A SA 4.5 · 10−4m2

– coordinates x1 and x2 0.05 and 0.03 m
– distance between limiters xL2 = |L1L2| 0.08 m
– spring stiffness cm and preload deformation x3 3 · 104 N/m and 0.05 m
– striker velocity coefficient of restitution R 0

5.1 Simulation with a Source of Constant Flow Rate

Suppose the following parameters of the source: nominal pressure pn =
14 MPa, efficiency η0 = 0.7. Let us change the flow rate q0 from 5 · 10−5 to
5 · 10−4m3/s. Spring stiffness and accumulator piston area are cM = 3 · 104

N/m and SM = 12 · 10−4m2, respectively.
Qualitative theoretical oscillograms of system’s limit cycles, obtained

under conditions of giving parameters and varying flow rate q0, are shown
on Figure 5.

Their analysis allows to allocate several types of self-oscillating limit
cycles of the system under consideration: (1) multi-shock mode (Figure 5(a))
at a flow rate up to 1.7 · 10−4m3/s with impacts in the forward direction;
(2) single-impact mode (Figure 5(b)) at a flow rate of 1.8·10−4 to 2·10−4m3/s
with impacts in the forward direction; (3) double-impact mode (Figure 5(c))
with impacts in forward and backward directions at a flow rate of 2·10−4m3/s
to 2.7 · 10−4m3/s and (4) single-impact mode with impacts in the backward
direction (Figure 5(d)) at a flow rate higher than 2.8 · 10−4m3/s.

At low flow rate average pressure in considered system in limit cycle can
be decreased from one oscillation to next (Figure 5(a)). While during the
next oscillatory motion, the pressure is insufficient for the striker to overcome
spring elastic forces and reach coordinate −x1. At a certain moment, force,
acting on striker from the side of spring, when moving from limiter, turns
out to be higher than force of liquid, striker slows down and stops before
reaching coordinate −x1, then oscillates in opposite direction, leading to
pressure increase in chamber A. Striker returns, passes coordinate −x1 and,
after chamber A disconnects from pressure line, making forward movement
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(a) q0 = 1.5 · 10−4m3/s

(b) q0 = 1.8 · 10−4m3/s

(c) q0 = 2.5 · 10−4m3/s

(d) q0 = 3.0 · 10−4m3/s

Figure 5 Theoretical oscillograms of dynamic characteristics (striker coordinates x and
velocity v, pressure p in system) and velocity phase curves of system with two limiters under
varying flow rate q0.

resulting in strike about limiter. In some cases, striker can perform more than
one oscillatory motion to reach coordinate −x1.

Transition to single-impact limit cycle occurs due to flow rate increase
(Figure 5(b)). Pressure level in system rises up to value required to overcome
spring reaction forces at each striker movement to coordinate −x1.

Further flow rate increase leads to the fact that striker is accelerated by
liquid pressure while moving to the left, overcomes spring force by its own
inertia and moves until it hits limiter L2 – coordinate −xL2. While moving to
the right, after passing coordinate −x2, there is not enough liquid pressure to
provide sufficient reaction and stop striker before coordinate 0. Striker again
hits limiter L1 and system turns out to double-impact mode.

Now, transition to single-impact mode occurs due to increase of flow rate
to level at which pressure in system increases so that, while passing coordinate
−x2 and after chamber A connects with pressure line, striker can’t overcome
hydraulic force acting on it, slows down and stops without hitting limiter L1.
At this time, striker hits limiter L2.

Dependencies of pre-impact velocities vI upon striker interaction with
right and left limiters, impact frequency f and average accumulator pressure
pm on flow rate q0 supplied to device are shown on Figure 6. Since several
modes are observed, then in the case of multi-impact mode pre-impact speed
vI and frequency f were estimated by their average values.
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Figure 6 Dependencies hydro-impact system characteristics on flow rate q0: – multi-
impact or double-impact mode, strikes in forward direction, – single-impact mode,
strikes in forward direction, – single-impact mode, strikes in backward direction,

– double-impact mode, strikes in backward direction.

Figure 7 Dependencies of strike power N on flow rate q0. Curve legends coincide with
Figure 6 legends for coordinate x2 = 0.03 m; · · · – x2 = 0.025 m; × – calculation result for
system of constant pressure.

Impact power NI can be considered as the most informative integral
characteristic, which in this case was calculated by the formula

NI =
∑

k

(EI)k/T,

where (EI)k – energy of k-th impact in limit cycle time T . In single-impact
cycles k = 1. Dependency of power N on flow rate q0 is shown on Figure 7.

The fact that flow rate increase leads to system pressure increase and
growth of dynamic characteristics: frequency f and pre-impact striker velocity
vI , system strike power NI , – is physically understandable. Start of such
behavior belongs to the point when multi-impact mode ends.

Multi-impact mode, observed in case of low liquid flow supplied to the
system, allows, due to idle (without hitting about limiter) striker movements,
to keep average pressure pm (Figure 6(c)) and average pre-impact velocity vI

(Figure 6(a)) on constant values. There is a change in nature of dependencies
of vI , pm and strike power NI on flow rate q0 at the point of transition from
multi-impact to single-impact modes (Figures 6(a,c) and Figure 7).
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Change in coordinates x1 and x2, in which valve position moves from
I-th to II-th and vice versa, allows to conduct setup for system integral
characteristics and points, which are typical for mode transition. To illustrate
it, we carried out calculation of limit cycle characteristics for same device, as
in previous case, but with different coordinate x2: x2 = 0.025 m. Flow rate
q0 was under modification. In the result, compared models have in general
same process development and behavior of system integral characteristics.
Impact power reduce is shown on Figure 7 for double-impact and single-
impact direct-acting modes. Note, that impact power curve coincides with
corresponding curve, obtained from calculation with x2 = 0.03 m, for multi-
impact mode. Displacement of the op-modes boundaries is shown in the first
(for x2 = 0.03 m) and second (for x2 = 0.025 m) rows of the table.

The existence of multi-impact cycle can be described by the process nature,
which is physically defined by model of system with flow rate source. This
phenomenon was experimentally proven for single-impact backward-acting
system by us (Gorodilov, 2010).

Table Flow rate values of op-modes of system with a source of flow rate
(1st and 2nd rows) and pressures values of op-modes of system with a source
of constant pressure (3 row)

Multi-impact

Single-impact
in forward
direction Double-impact

Single-impact in
backward
direction

x2 = 0.03 m q0 = 0.5 · 10−3

−1.7 ·10−3

m3/s

q0 = 1.8 ·10−3

−2 · 10−3

m3/s

q0 = 2.1 · 10−3

−2.6 ·10−3

m3/s

q0 = 2.7 · 10−3

−5 · 10−3

m3/s

x2 = 0.025 m q0 = 0.5 · 10−3

−2.2 ·10−3

m3/s

q0 = 2.3 · 10−3

−2.6 ·10−3

m3/s

q0 = 2.7 · 10−3

−3.8 ·10−3

m3/s

q0 = 3.8 · 10−3

−5 · 10−3

m3/s

x2 = 0.03 m – pn = 5.1−9.5
MPa

pn = 9.6−16.2
MPa

pn > 16.2 MPa

5.2 Simulation with a Source of Constant Pressure

In case of system with source of constant pressure, Equations (2), (4), (5)
represent equations of material point free oscillation (Landau and Lifshitz,
1976). Therefore, solution can be presented as follows:

– in case of hydraulic force (Figure 2, branch I)

x = v0k/k sin k(t − tk0) + (x0k + λ − x3) cos k(t − tk0) + x3 − λ (7)
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– in case of hydraulic force absence (Figure 2, branch II)

x = v0k/k sin k(t − tk0) + (x0k − x3) cos k(t − tk0) + x3 (8)

where k =
√

cm/m is circular oscillation frequency, λ = SApn/cm is
position of static balance for striker, xk0, vk0 are striker coordinate and
velocity in the beginning of current working cycle phase, tk0 is time of the
phase start.

Results of calculations show, that system with giving parameters in phase
of backward movement and initial conditions

x10 = 0, v10 = 0,

overcomes coordinate −x1 (oscillatory cycle with limiter L1 hitting begins)
with giving pressure pn > 5 MPa (pressures values of op-modes of system
presented at the last row of the Table).

When pressure increases above 9.5 MPa, system starts its transition to
double-impact regime, and when pressure is 16.2 MPa and above – to single-
impact with limiter L2 impact. Pressures values of the op-mode boundaries
is shown in the third row of the table. Results of impact power, obtained in
calculations for model under consideration, in coordinates q0−NI , are outlined
in Figure 7. Pressure pn in Equations (7), (8) was assumed as average pressure
pm, obtained in calculations for model with flow rate source q0 (Figure 7).

In calculations one can observe good agreement in power data for both
models. But apparently, in model with source of constant pressure the value
of this pressure is unknown from the beginning, because it is defined by
process dynamics, which, in its turn, depends of giving system parameters.
Also note, that process definition is incorrect, in particular, multi-impact mode
is unachieved and oscillatory process can be observed only for pressure values
pn > 5 MPa.

6 Conclusion

The possibility of implementation of reversible single-acting hydro-impact
system is proven by conducted researches. In order to do that, two limiters of
striker movement must be embedded into device construction.

System characteristics and working mode variation is possible in single
device and can be achieved by liquid flow rate change, from the one side, and,
from the other side, by setup of striker position, in which hydraulic chamber
connects with pressure and drain lines.
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Results of calculations for specific typical system show that change in flow
rate leads to modification of auto-oscillatory limit cycles.

At low flow rate multi-impact mode is observed. Flow rate increase leads,
firstly, to transition to single-impact mode with forward direction of striker
movement, then to double-impact mode with impacts in both directions, and,
finally, to single-impact mode with backward striker movement direction.

When flow rate increases, system integral characteristics also increase,
such as pre-impact velocity and strikes frequency, pressure in system, impact
power.
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Nomenclature

F force, acting on striker
m striker mass
x1, x2 coordinates, in which force changes its sing
L1, L2 striker movement limiters
V valve
U valve control line
C body frame
P piston-striker
S spring
M accumulator
q0 flow rate
pn nominal pressure of source of constant flow rate
η0 efficiency of source of constant flow rate
r0 hydraulic resistance
cm spring stiffness
x3 preload deformation of spring
SA striker area from the side of chamber A
xL2 limiter L2 coordinate
R striker velocity coefficient of restitution
x и v coordinate and velocity of striker
t time
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cM accumulator spring stiffness
SM accumulator piston area
vI pre-impact velocities
f impacts frequency
pm average accumulator pressure
NI impact power
k circular oscillation frequency
λ position of static balance for striker
x0, v0 initial striker coordinate and velocity
xk0, vk0 striker coordinate and velocity in the beginning of

current working cycle phase
tk0 phase start time
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